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Abstract. The sensing systems that monitor physical environments rely
on communication infrastructures (wired or wireless) to collect data from
the sensors embedded in the environment. However, in many urban environments pre-existing communication infrastructures are not available,
and installing new infrastructures is unjustiﬁably expensive and/or technically infeasible. For such environments, we envision Participatory Data
Transfer (PDT ) as an alternative communication medium that leverages
users participation for data transfer. With PDT, users use mobile devices
to receive data from sensors, and forward the sensed data through the
ad hoc network of the mobile devices until the data is received by the
data aggregators (i.e., data sinks). Sensor deployment and ad hoc routing/networking are two related problems that are both extensively studied in the literature. However, to enable eﬃcient deployment of PDT
for sensing applications one needs to consider the requirements of the
two aforementioned problems in conjunction. In this paper, we present
a case study of PDT with which we explore the performance of PDTbased data transfer with a sample urban sensing application, namely, an
urban temperature monitoring application. Our experimental case study
is by simulation based on real datasets including GPS track data for
more than 2000 vehicles in the city of Beijing. We discuss our observations based on this case study which can serve as directions to design
application-speciﬁc optimal PDT mechanisms.
Keywords: Participatory Data Transfer, Sensor Placement, Aggregator
Placement, Urban Temperature Monitoring

1

Introduction

With the recent technological advancements in developing low-power and inexpensive sensing devices, sensing systems that allow for real-time and accurate
monitoring of physical environments are becoming prevalent [3, 7]. In particular,
there are numerous sensing applications for urban environment monitoring, such
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as exposure analysis (pollution, noise, etc.), hazard detection (e.g., chemical contamination, ﬁre, ﬂood), and urban traﬃc analysis (for vehicles and people). Such
sensing systems consist of a set of sensors that sense the urban environment, a
set of aggregators (or sinks) where the sensed data is collected for further processing, and a communication infrastructure that enables data transfer between
sensors and aggregators. For example, with an urban temperature monitoring
application a set of temperature sensors are placed in an environment. The measurements from the sensors are transferred through a wireless network to a set
of processing nodes (i.e., aggregators). At the aggregators, the temperature for
the entire environment is estimated based on the measurements obtained from
the sensors.
While in some urban environments sensing systems can use the existing wired
or wireless (e.g., Wi-Fi) infrastructures for communication, in many other environments pre-existing communication infrastructures are not available and installing new infrastructures is unjustiﬁably expensive or infeasible. For such environments, we envision participatory data transfer (PDT ) [15] as an alternative
communication medium with which data is transferred by objects (individuals,
vehicles, etc.) that are moving through the environment and are equipped with
mobile devices such as cell phones, laptops and PDAs. With PDT, participating
objects use their mobile devices to receive data from sensors. Thereafter, the
data is forwarded through the ad hoc network of objects’ mobile devices until
the data is received by the aggregators of the sensing system.
The design objectives for Quality-aware PDT (Q-PDT) are to maximize the
coverage of the area monitored by the sensing application while minimizing the
delay in reporting the sensed phenomenon over time. Therefore, one needs to
consider solving two optimization problems conjointly to develop an eﬃcient QPDT solution: 1) placement/deployment of the sensors and aggregators given
the distribution and movement patterns of the urban population, and 2) routing
of the data through the network of the users participating in PDT. Although
sensor deployment and ad hoc routing/networking (or opportunistic networking)
are both extensively studied in the literature, a Q-PDT solution based on isolated
solutions for each of these problems may be poor and ineﬀective.
In this paper, we present a case study of Q-PDT with which we develop
and try various solutions for the two problems of placement and routing in
combination to make observations on their joint performance for future design.
The experimental case study is by simulation based on real datasets including
the GPS tracks of more than 2000 vehicles in the city of Beijing. The vehicles’
GPS tracks cover an area of approximately 600km2 .
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present a model for
PDT based sensing applications. Section 3 formally deﬁnes the Q-PDT problem.
We study the computational complexity of the problem in Section 4. In Section 5,
we provide our case study. Section 6 reviews the related work and ﬁnally we
conclude the paper and discuss our future directions in Section 7.
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System Model

A PDT based sensing system comprises of a set of sensors and aggregators, and
leverages PDT to transfer data from sensors to aggregators to be processed or
further forwarded to a central processing unit via some existing communication
infrastructure (wired or wireless). With such a system, participating objects
collectively serve as a data transfer medium to transfer data from sensors to
aggregators. In this section, we present our models for the sensing application
as well as the PDT process in a PDT-based sensing system.
2.1

Application Model

The sensing application tracks a phenomenon such as temperature in an environment E based on the measurements collected from the sensors placed in
E. Assume the set of points in E is denoted by V. We assume the application
monitors the phenomenon in E during the time interval T. T is discretized into
equal length intervals, i.e., T =(I1 , I2 , . . . , In ), and the application reports the
phenomenon variations for every point in V at the end of each Ii . For example,
with |Ii | = 1 hour for a temperature monitoring application, the application
reports hourly the temperature at each point in V . The phenomenon variations
during each interval Ii is assumed to be negligible and therefore any reading for
a point q during the interval Ii , is a suﬃciently accurate representation for the
phenomenon during the entire Ii .
We presume the application can place at most NS sensors and NA aggregators
in E. The set of sensors are denoted by S={s1 , s2 , . . . , sNS }, and the set of
aggregators by A={a1 , a2 , . . . , aNA }. Accordingly, each sensor si ∈ S generates
a series of packets, Psi (t), where each packet contains a sensor measurement at t.
A packet p is considered received if at least one aggregator receives it. We denote
the earliest time at which p reaches an aggregator by trp . The packet also has a
lifetime of Tp which means that the sensors readings carried by packets become
stale for real-time monitoring purposes if received after Tp . If p is generated at
time tp ∈ Ii , Tp =|teIi −tp | where Ii = [tbIi teIi ]. We assume a sensor si generates
a packet p whenever an object o can communicate with si (while respecting the
communication constraints such as distance with si ). However, if o carries a nonstale packet already generated at si , no new packet will be generated to avoid
unnecessary data transfer and reduce the communication overhead. Imagine an
urban temperature monitoring as the running example. Figure 1 shows three
temperature sensors s1 , s2 and s3 and two aggregators a1 and a2 deployed by
this application that are placed in the environment E. If this application reports
the hourly temperature of the urban environment (starting at 12:00am), the
packets generated at 12:30pm and 13pm have the life times of 30 minutes and
one hour, respectively.
2.2

PDT Model

PDT is the process in which a set of objects O = {o1 , o2 . . . , oNO } participate in
data transfer. The objects may be constrained in their movement in the environ-
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Fig. 1. Sensors, aggregators and objects contribute to PDT

ment. For example, in Figure 1 four vehicles o1 , o2 , o3 and o4 are participating
in PDT. The vehicles are moving on a road network R where the road network
segments are highlighted in the ﬁgure. The vehicles use their embedded mobile
devices to exchange packets among each other (For example, o2 and o3 exchange
packets collected on their way in Figure 1. Later, each of these vehicles may
meet an aggregator and deliver the exchanged packets) and exchange packets
with sensors (e.g., o1 and s1 in Figure 1) and aggregators (e.g., o4 and a2 in
Figure 1). A data packet can be transmitted from a device to another one if the
devices are reachable from each other. Two devices are reachable if they are able
to communicate data given the existing communication media. For example, if
no wireless or wired connection exists, two cell phones are reachable when they
are close enough to exchange data via Bluetooth or infrared. Finally, we assume
all communicating devices which are used to exchange data are programmed to
participate in PDT automatically; hence, participation does not require active
intervention of the users.

3

Problem Definition

In this section, we deﬁne the problem of Quality-Aware PDT (Q-PDT). The
objective with the Q-PDT is to consider movement patterns of the participating
objects and accordingly place a set of sensors and aggregators in an environment
such that we can maximize the quality of the packets received by the aggregators
during the time interval T . Next, we ﬁrst formally deﬁne the quality of a set of
transferred packets, and afterward formalize the Q-PDT problem.
Data Quality: The application reports the phenomenon in the environment
E at the end of each Ii ∈ T = (I1 , I2 , . . . , In ). Therefore, we deﬁne the quality
Q(P ) of transferred (and collected) packets P over the entire T as the summation
of the quality of packets collected during each Ii ∈ T (we exclude the packets
from P which are not received by aggregators during their life-time). In other
words,
Q(P ) =

n
∑
i=1

Qi (Pi ),
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where Pi is the set of packets received during Ii and Qi (Pi ) represents the quality
of packets in Pi . We deﬁne Qi (Pi ) as the amount of uncertainty reduction in
predicting the phenomenon at unsensed locations (locations where no sensor is
placed) during Ii , after receiving packets in Pi . We assume that the sensors report
the phenomenon at the sensed locations (locations where sensors are placed)
accurately and with no uncertainty. We use Entropy function [12] to measure the
uncertainly in predicting the phenomenon at the environment points. Consider
a random vector with values in Rm and probability density function f (x). The
entropy of X is deﬁned by
∫
log f (x)dx
H(X) = −
Rm

Assume the set of environment points is represented by V and the set of points
where sensors in Si are located is denoted by Vi . Therefore, to calculate Qi (Pi ) we
only need to measure the uncertainty in predicting the phenomenon at unsensed
locations. Accordingly, we deﬁne
Qi (Pi ) = H(V − VSi ) − H(V − VSi |VSi ),

(1)

where H(V −VSi ) represents the entropy in predicting the phenomenon at points
in V −VSi before placing the sensors. Correspondingly, H(V −VSi |VSi ) is entropy
at the same locations after placing sensors at points in VSi .
However, we need to consider a model for the sensed phenomenon in order
to calculate the entropy of predicted phenomenon. A conventional approach for
modeling continuous physical phenomenon such as temperature is to assume that
sensor readings have (multivariate) Gaussian joint distribution [9, 4]. In particular for the sensors in Si , the set of n = |Si | corresponding random variables X
have Gaussian joint distribution if
P (X = x) =

1
(2π)n/2 |Σ|

e− 2 (x−µ)
1

T

Σ −1 (x−µ)

,

where µ, Σ and |Σ| are the mean vector, covariance matrix and determinant of
the covariance matrix, respectively. If we index each random variable Xi ∈ X
by i, we end up with a set of indices V. Any subset of random variables with
index set A ∈ V has a Gaussian joint distribution as well. In the temperature
monitoring application, the goal is to monitor temperature for every point in
V and not just points in VSi . Fortunately, Gaussian Process (GP), which is a
generalization of multivariate Gaussian, considers an inﬁnite number of random
variables and hence can be leveraged to model temperature for all the points in
V. A GP is associated with a mean function M(., .) and a symmetric covariance
function K(., .). For each random variable with index u ∈ V, its mean µu is
given by M(u). Accordingly, for each pair of indices u, v ∈ V, their covariance
σuv is K(u, v). With GP, given a set of sensor readings xA corresponding to set
A ∈ V, we can predict temperature at any point y ∈ V conditioned on xA , i.e.,
2
P (Xy |xA ). The distribution of Xy is Gaussian whose conditional variance σy|A
is
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−1
2
σy|A
= K(y, y) − ΣyA ΣAA
ΣAy ,

where ΣyA is a covariance vector with one entry for each u ∈ A with value
K(y, u). The entropy of a Gaussian random variable Z conditioned on a set of
variables X is a function of its variance,
H(Z|X) =

1
2
log(2πeσZ|X
).
2

Consequently, this enables us to calculate Qi (Pi ) based on Equation (1).
Deﬁnition 1 (Problem of Quality-Aware PDT (Q-PDT)). We deﬁne the
problem of Q-PDT as follow: Given a set of sensors S and a set of aggregators
A, place all the sensors and aggregators in an environment E, such that Q(P )
is maximized.

4

Complexity

In this section, we prove that Q-PDT is an NP-hard problem by reduction from
the optimal coverage problem [8] (which is also an NP-hard problem). The optimal coverage problem can be formalized as follows.
Deﬁnition 2 (Optimal Coverage). Assume an environment E is represented
by a discrete set of points V. Given k sensors to monitor a phenomenon in E,
optimal coverage places sensors in a set of points F ⊆ V, |F | = k, such that the
prediction accuracy of the phenomenon throughout E is optimized:
arg max H(V − F ) − H(V − F |F ) = F,

(2)

where the set F is a set of points which maximally reduces the entropy over the
rest of the space V − F.
The following theorem proves that the Q-PDT problem is NP-hard.
Theorem 1. Q-PDT is an NP-hard problem.
Proof. We prove the theorem by providing a polynomial time reduction from the
optimal coverage problem. Towards that end, we prove that given an instance
of optimal coverage, denoted by IC , there exists an instance of Q-PDT, denoted
by IQ , such that the solution to IQ can be converted to the solution of IC in
polynomial time. Assume a given instance IC whose goal is to place k sensors
to monitor a phenomenon during the time interval T ′ . We propose the following
mapping from IC to IQ to reduce IC to IQ . The environments for both instances
are the same, i.e., the set of environment points in IC are mapped to environment
points in IQ . Furthermore, for both instances we monitor the phenomenon within
the same time interval, i.e., T ′ is mapped to T. We assume there are k pairs of
sensors and aggregators in IQ where the ith pair consists of a sensor si and an
aggregator ai such that ai is placed in the environment with a negligible distance
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of ϵ ≈ 0 with si . Due to the small distance between sensors and aggregators
in each pair, there is no need for objects to transfer packets from sensors to
aggregators. Given this mapping, it is easy to observe that if the answer to IQ
is the set of environment points F, F is also the answer to IC .
We conclude from Theorem 1 that optimal solution for the Q-PDT problem is
rendered unscalable as the spatial extent of the environment grows large. Hence,
heuristic solutions should be developed to solve Q-PDT for large environments.

5

Case Study

In this section, we focus on a special use case of Q-PDT in which PDT is deployed
in a temperature monitoring application for an urban environment. With this
case study, participating objects in PDT are a set of moving vehicles which
are constrained to move on a road network R embedded in the environment E.
Below, we ﬁrst explain our experimental setup for this case study and thereafter
provide our results and observations.
5.1

Experimental Setup

In this section, we ﬁrst describe our PDT speciﬁcations and our assumed model
for distribution of temperature in the environment. Thereafter, as Q-PDT is
an NP-hard problem, we propose various heuristics for sensors and aggregators
placement. Finally, we describe data routing techniques we used for our case
study.
5.1.1 PDT Speciﬁcations We conducted our experiments using real data
capturing the movements of vehicles in the city of Beijing. This dataset covers
the GPS tracks of more than 2000 distinct vehicles collected during a day. The
vehicles’ GPS tracks cover an area of approximately 600km2 . This area comprises
the environment E. The vehicles locations are recorded every minute (a total
of more than 1, 400, 000 records). We assume the vehicles use Dedicated ShortRange Communications (DSCR) channels to communicate with each other, as
well as with the sensors and aggregators. The DSCR [18] standard is developed
to support low-latency wireless data communications between vehicles and from
vehicles to roadside units. The eﬀective range for communication over DSRC is
up to 1km. Therefore, two vehicles (or a vehicle and an aggregator/sensor) are
reachable if they are at most 1km apart.
5.1.2 Temperature Modeling Since we did not have access to the temperature data for the city of Beijing (the environment E), instead, we acquired the
temperature readings recorded every second at EPFL campus [1] from 210 sensors to simulate temperature variations over E. The extent of the area for E is
diﬀerent from that of EPFL campus and hence we had to spatially rescale the
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temperature readings. To this end, ﬁrst since the sensors at EPFL campus are
not uniformly located, we interpolated the temperature measurements at EPFL
campus to ﬁnd the temperature at uniformly distributed locations (we selected
600 locations). Afterward, we divided the space of E into 600 grid blocks with
the block size of 1km × 1km and assigned each EPFL temperature measurement
to the corresponding grid block while preserving the locality of the readings. We
denote the set of these grid blocks by G. The temperature variations within each
grid block g ∈ G is assumed to be negligible and therefore any point in g is a
suﬃciently accurate representation of the temperature of all the point in g.
5.1.3 Sensor Placement We assume there is no direct communication between sensors and aggregators, and hence, the sensors and aggregators should
be placed on R to leverage PDT for data transfer. Only a subset of grid blocks
in G overlap with R, and therefore, as a ﬁltering step we select a set of grid
blocks G′ ⊆ G which overlap with G. As the temperature variations within a
grid block is assumed to be negligible, a sensor placed anywhere within a grid
block g ∈ G′ can capture the temperature for all the points in g. We adapt the
greedy approach proposed in [9] for choosing the sensors locations. Given the
set of initial grid block G′ , this algorithm chooses the next location for sensor
placement which provides the maximum reduction in the entropy of predicting
temperature at unsensed locations (locations where still no sensor is placed).
More formally, assume the currently selected sensors locations is represented by
SC (initially SC = ϕ). At each iteration the algorithm selects a grid block g ∈ G′
and add its center gc to SC which maximizes
[
] [
]
H(SC ∪ gc ) − H(SC ∪ |SC ) − H(SC ) − H(SC |SC ∪ gc ) .
To simplify notation we use SC to mean V − (SC ∪ gc ). After |S| iterations, the
set SC contains the sensor locations.
5.1.4 Aggregator Placement Similar to sensors placement, we select a subset of grid blocks in G′ to place the aggregators. We consider two diﬀerent
approaches to select aggregators locations. Next, we explain each approach in
details.
RAND Approach: With the ﬁrst approach, we randomly select |A| grid blocks
from G′ where the set of selected grid blocks centers comprise the aggregators
locations. We call this approach RAN D.
FREQ Approach: With the second approach, we consider the frequency with
which the vehicles visit the grid blocks in G′ . Intuitively, the points which are
visited more often over time are better candidates to place the aggregators. We
denote this approach by F REQ. With FREQ, we select |A| grid cells from G′
which are visited the most. To ﬁnd the frequency of visit for each grid cell,
we used the vehicles positions recorded during the ﬁrst 12 hours of the day.
To prevent the aggregators to be placed very close to each other we consider a
constraint such that the aggregators locations should be at least dkm apart. The
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selected grid cells centers comprises the aggregators locations. We experimentally
ﬁnd the reasonable value for d in Section 5.2.1.
5.1.5 Routing Protocols Variety of routing protocols are proposed to transmit a packet from a source to destination node in ad hoc/oppurtunitic networks.
In this work, we study the performance of two of those protocols [16] in the context of PDT. We next explain each protocol in detail.
Epidemic Routing: The ﬁrst protocol is Epidemic routing which ﬂoods the
packets into the network. With epidemic routing, whenever two vehicles o1 and
o2 meet all the packets carried by o1 (o2 ) are transferred to o2 (o1 ). Clearly, with
this approach packets are propagating fast between the vehicles but at the same
time this approach consumes a huge amount of communication resources.
Random Routing: The second approach is Random routing. With random
routing a transfer probability pr is selected and a packet is transmitted with the
probability of pr at each contact. By changing the value of pr one can control
the amount of packet transfer in the network.
We selected these two algorithms as they are easy to implement and at the
same time they enable us to change the amount of data transfer in the network
and observe its consequences on the eﬀectiveness of Q-PDT.
5.2

Results

In this section, we present the results of our experimental case study.
5.2.1 Aggregator Placement In this experiment, we evaluate the eﬃciency
of diﬀerent aggregator placement approaches. We ﬁrst study the eﬃciency of
FREQ algorithm and afterward compare the eﬀectiveness of FREQ and RAND
approaches.
5.2.1.1 Eﬃciency of FREQ: With the FREQ approach, the selected aggregator
locations should be at least dkm apart. We varied d from 1km to 7km and
measured the quality of data during a time interval |Ii | = 1 hour in order to study
the impact of the selected d. Our results are shown in Figure 2 for |S| = 60 and
|A| = 15. As the ﬁgure illustrates, there is a trade-oﬀ in selecting d. Increasing d
results in selecting aggregator locations which are more widely distributed in the
space, and hence, the aggregators are reachable from vehicles moving in various
directions. On the other hand, by increasing d we are selecting points which are
less visited by vehicles over time. Given our experimental settings, the best value
for d is 3km for both routing protocols (see the ﬁgure).
5.2.1.2 FREQ vs. RAND: Using the same settings as those of the experiments
in the previous section, we compare the eﬃciency of the FREQ (d=3) and RAND
placement approaches. Figure 3 shows the quality of data for diﬀerent aggregators placement approaches and diﬀerent routing protocols. The results show that
the FREQ placement approach outperforms RAND. As expected, with FREQ,
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Fig. 2. Data quality vs. d.

the quality of data is higher than RAND because aggregators are placed in the
locations which are visited more often as compared to the of rest of the locations. Moreover, with RAND, in some cases aggregators are placed in locations
which are not visited at all which makes the performance of this approach very
poor. In the rest of the experiments in Section 5.2, we assume FREQ is used for
aggregator placement.

(a) Random routing

(b) Epidemic routing

Fig. 3. Data quality vs. |S| for diﬀerent aggregator placement approaches and routing
protocols.

5.2.2 The Count of Generated Packets With this experiment, we study
how the number of generated packets depends on the routing protocol and the
number of sensors. The result is shown in Figure 4 for pr = 0.1 and during a time
interval |Ii |. As expected, as the number of sensors (|S|) increases, the number
of generated packets grows. Moreover, the increase rate is much higher in two
cases (|S| = 20 and |S| = 100). The reason is that for these two cases a set of
sensors are placed at new locations in G′ which are much more visited by cars
than other locations and hence more packets are generated. On average over all
the cases, the number of generated packets in epidemic routing is 90% more than
random routing.
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Fig. 4. Generated packets vs. number of placed sensors (|S|).

5.2.3 Data Quality Over Time With this experiment, we evaluate the
quality of the transferred data over time. To this end, we set T = (I1 , I2 , . . . .I8 )
where |Ii | = 1 hour and T spans the time interval [12
20], pr = 0.1 for
random routing, |S| = 60 and |A| = 15. The result is shown in Figure 5. Over
all the cases, epidemic routing is collecting data which has 49% higher quality
than random routing. The diﬀerence between data quality for these two routing
protocols varies between 41% and 64% where the highest diﬀerence occurs when
the dynamism of the vehicles is greater, i.e., I1 =[12
13] and I5 =[16
17].
The reason is that when the dynamism of the vehicles are higher, more vehicles
become reachable to each other, to sensors and to aggregators. With epidemic
routing, the packets can directly hop through the reachable devices to travel
from a sensor to an aggregator. However, with random routing the probability
that a packet p travels from one vehicle to another decreases as the number of
vehicles which are traversed by p.

Fig. 5. Data quality vs. Ii .

5.2.4 Eﬀect of pr In this section, we study the eﬀect of changing pr for
random routing. We set |S| = 50, |A| = 13, T = I1 and varied pr from 0.1 to
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1 (with pr = 0, no data transfer occurs and hence Q(P ) = 0). Figure 6 shows
the eﬀect of changing pr on Q(P ) for a time interval |Ii | = 1 hour. As expected,
by increasing pr , Q(P ) grows because there are more packet exchanges between
vehicle and between vehicles and sensors/aggregators. The rate of increase for
Q(P ) is generally decreasing when pr grows and it is largest at pr = 0.2.

Fig. 6. Data quality vs. pr .

5.3

Observations

We can summarize our observations based on the experimental case study as
follows.
5.3.1 Sensor/Aggregtor Placement The approach to place the aggregators
which considers the dynamism of the vehicle (FREQ), outperforms the random
aggregators placement approach in terms of the quality of transferred data (by
15% and 25% for random and epidemic routing protocols, respectively). Moreover, the quality of the transferred data depends on the dynamism of the vehicles
as well. The quality of the transferred data is higher when the dynamism of the
vehicles is greater. With our experiments, we observed that 24% diﬀerence exists
between quality of data for sub intervals in T = [12 20]. This suggests that an
optimal solution for Q-PDT should consider the movement of the participating
objects as well as the changes in their movement behavior over time.
5.3.2 Routing Protocols: The epidemic routing approach outperforms the
random routing because of ﬂooding the packets into the network of vehicles.
However, the communication cost with epidemic routing is much higher. For example, with pr = 0.1, the number of generated packets is 90% lower than that of
epidemic routing where the data quality is lower by 49%. This shows that there is
a trade-oﬀ in selecting pr in terms of available communication resources and the
desired sensing application quality. With our experiments, the diﬀerence between
random and epidemic routing varies over time (see Section 5.2.3). Therefore, the
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value for pr should change in optimal Q-PDT based on the movement behavior
of the participating objects over time.

6

Related Work

PDT in the context of location-based social networks was proposed as a vision [15] to transfer packets for sensing systems which are deployed in the environments where no pre-existing communication infrastructure are available.
In this work, we provided an experimental case study on using PDT in a more
general setting in which a network of cars are participating in data transfer.
With this case study, we studied various approaches for packets routing and
sensors/aggregators placement by conducting experiments on real PDT data.
A body of relevant work is the literature on sensor deployment and sensing
coverage in the ﬁeld of sensor networks. In [6, 11], the coverage problem is formulated as a decision problem to determine whether every point in the service
area of the sensor network is covered by at least k sensors. However, with sensor
deployment the goal is to maximize the coverage by proper sensor placement.
Most proposed approaches for sensor deployment assume simple sensing models with circular (omnidirectional or unidirectional) coverage for sensors [5, 17],
whereas, these models are not optimal to model verity of phenomena. In [14] we
introduced an approach for eﬃcient placement of the visual sensors. Recently,
in [8, 9] Gaussian processes are used to model the monitored phenomena and
consequently sensor placement. Moving sensors are studied recently to improve
the coverage compared to static sensors [19].
The other category of related work is on opportunistic networking in mobile
ad hoc networks. Mobile ad hoc networks are typically composed of mobile nodes
that communicate over wireless links without any central control [2]. A variety
of opportunistic routing algorithms are proposed to transfer a data packet from
a source to a destination node in the network [13, 10].
The diﬀerence between this work and the aforementioned two categories of
related problems (i.e., sensor deployment/coverage and ad hoc opportunistic
networking) is that we consider the objectives and constraints of both problems
(which are partially competing constraints) concurrently.

7

Conclusions and Future Directions

In this paper, we introduced the problem of quality-aware participatory data
transfer (Q-PDT). We presented an experimental case study on the problem
based on real datasets including the GPS track data for more than 2000 vehicles
in the city of Beijing. As part of our future work, we plan to study the Q-PDT
problem on more datasets and also design optimal Q-PDT solutions for various
applications based on the observations made in this work.
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